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Alt Text 
Services

WHAT SETS US APART



Let's start by
looking at a real
world example... 



PHOTO OF A DOG

"Cities investing in infrastructure must make considerations that affect a
variety of different groups and their needs."  

Well, this doesn't make any
sense, does it?

imagine you're listening tothis content being read aloud



GOLDEN
RETRIEVER

You might have a slightly better idea now,
if you’re clever, but the purpose of this

image is still pretty unclear. 
 

"Cities investing in infrastructure must make considerations that affect a
variety of different groups and their needs."  



SERVICE
DOG IN
TRAINING

WOOF!

"Cities investing in infrastructure must make considerations that affect a
variety of different groups and their needs." 

Now doesn't that make a lot more sense?



Context Matters.



WHAT'S THE
ISSUE?

Many of the current providers of this service
utilize practitioners that lack sufficient training
in Text Alternatives (Alt Text). The techniques
employed also often fail to give the practitioners
sufficient context regarding the sensory content
they are creating text alternatives for.  

These shortcomings often result in Alt Text that
is verbose and fails to provide the user with the
purpose of the image. The text alternative
should be alternative, not always a description.
Often the text alternative is a summary of the
image - why it is present on the page.



ALT TEXT VS
TEXT
ALTERNATIVES
Alt Text is always a Text Alternative but not all
Text Alternatives are Alt Text.  

There are a variety of ways to make non-textual
content accessible.  And our experts excel at
choosing the best technique for each situation.



THE LOGO
EXAMPLE
On this page we have the Logictran Logo
followed by the word, Logictran.  The correct Alt
Text for this logo is, simply, "Logictran".

But if we were to tag this logo as such, the
screen reader would read the content in the
blue part of this slide as "Logictran Logictran". 
 And that's not what we want. 

In this case, the logo is what is called a
Decorative Image and should not be read by the
screenreader at all.  Our accessibility experts
know this–and your users will be grateful! 

Logictran



THE PRINTER
EXAMPLE
Let's look at another important example.  
 Imagine a "print" button on that is represented
by a printer icon. Simply describing this image
would leave screen reader users guessing as to
its purpose. 

The job of a Text Alternative isn't always simply
to describe non-textual content.  In this case,
the printer icon would be an Actionable Image.
Text Alternatives need to convey context and
purpose in order to be effective.  

This attention to detail will allow us to create an
efficient and intuitive experience for your users. 



THE PIE CHART
EXAMPLE
The final type of image is what is called a
Complex Image.   In this case, our Complex
Image is a pie chart. 

The proper way to provide a Text Alternative for
a Complex Image is to give it a title, or
Accessible Name. The Text Alternative should
not attempt to read all of the content contained
in the Pie Chart. Instead, it should let users
know that there is a pie chart and what the title
of that pie chart is. Users will obtain the rest of
the content through the Long Description or
Accessible Description. 

So for our example to the left, the Text
Alternative would read: "Monthly Earnings,
2019".



We use custom software to provide
our experts with exactly what they
need to quickly analyze both images
and their context. 

WHAT SETS
US APART?

SPEED THROUGH SOFTWARE



SUMMARY
Our service matches your content with
accessibility experts. These experts use
software to quickly and efficiently create
Text Alternatives for sensory content.
Sometimes that may mean Alt Text, other
times a different technique may be better
suited. The end result is an accessible
ePub that provides a high quality user
experience. 



Take Your
Content Further. 


